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July 10, 2020 

 

 

Mayor Donald D. Lyons 

City Council Members 

 

Dear Mayor Lyons and City Council Members:  

 

Next Meeting:  Council, 7/13/20, 7:00 PM 

 

The following report has been prepared to provide you with an update on current issues or 

projects in progress: 

 

Assistant City Manager Natalie Dean reports the Neighborhood Enhancement Program 

grant is making steady progress! In addition to the 2 projects that were approved last week, 

this week we have 5 more projects in for pre-approval.  The grant program is covering the 

costs of new roofs, new windows, new front porches, and soffit repair in the northern and 

southern residential districts.  Due to a national shortage of treated lumber right now, some 

projects are projected to begin in the fall. 

 

In other news, negotiations on the Police contracts begin next week with a renewal date of 

October 1, 2020.  The Planning Commission is set to meet on August 3rd to hold public 

hearings on two zoning ordinance changes, as well as the Community Engagement Statement 

(required for Redevelopment Ready Communities certification). 

 

DPS Director Chad Tyrakowski reports that crews spent a lot of time cleaning-up the parks 

after the long holiday weekend, including litter, fireworks, and a mess from a fire that was set 

in/around a trash receptacle on a basketball court.  Weed spraying continues in the curb pans 

and around bridges, as well as keeping irrigation and watering going as best we can.  Brush 

pick-up is also staying heavy, with heat-stressed limbs still dropping.  The electric crew 

assisted with removing some “hangers” spotted in trees around town.  Watsons Tree Service 

removed the tree associated with the electrical improvements on Hamilton.  And, our list of 

dying/dead trees that need removed is growing. 

 

With the filled sinkhole on M62 remaining level after being packed 

over the weekend, crews finished the patch with asphalt, also 

making a round filling potholes.  Unfortunately, another sinkhole 

developed on W. High St.  Having had issues in this area several 

years ago, again last year, this new one, and another depression 

developing, we reviewed the sewer main camera footage and report 

completed during the SAW grant, with no major findings noted.  

So, we cleaned and televised the section again, still finding nothing 

of concern.  Like M62, we intend to open these spots to vac and 



further investigate.  With Sheldon and Gray addressed, paving prep 

was finalized.  And, we met with MDOT to review several manhole 

covers that have sunk and were not addressed with last-year’s paving 

of the state trunk lines, with six of the worst to be quoted. 

 

Due to ongoing issues at a residence on Dewey Street, DPW crews 

installed a cleanout, ultimately finding roots street-side.  They augured 

the line, and plan to camera to ensure the problem is resolved.  Areas 

on Main St. and Grand/Budlow were prepped for the installation of 

new water taps.  Booster stations were 

serviced.  McDonald Underground 

demolished a condemned home at             

206 Ashland.   

 

 

 

 

 

       

The electric crew responded to a dispatched call about 

arcing on W. High St.  High loads from A/C and an old, 

undersized line resulted in the insulation burning off the 

line, arcing, the line breaking/dropping, and a grass fire 

starting.  Dowagiac Fire extinguished the fire, and the 

electric crew replaced/upgraded the line.  In addition, 

they worked on line clearing along King and McMaster, 

where they will be performing the next round of 

upgrades and improvements, replacing open lines with 

triplex, replacing deteriorated poles, and slightly       

…changing the layout. 

 

We delivered a spare pump to SLAUA, assisted with marking a sewer line tap, investigated a 

couple odor and back-up complaints, and attended the monthly board meeting. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Kevin Anderson                                                                                                                               

City Manager 


